Key Stage 2 - Remote Teaching and Learning Guidance
What will Remote Teaching and Learning look like for my child/children?
In Key Stage 2, your child’s assignments will be posted on Google classroom by 8:40am
each day. Each lesson will be posted as an assignment, along with instructions on what is
required. See the screenshot below for an example.
Each day the children will have
maths, writing and reading, plus
another lesson covering the wider
curriculum over the week. These
learning tasks will use Google
Slides and Docs which the
children are familiar with using in
school.
Each lesson will have teacher
input - this could be lesson slides
(sometimes with video recordings
from the teacher) or links to
online lessons from White Rose
Maths or Oak National Academy.
There may also be other links to
videos or resources within the
slides.
The children must complete all of the tasks on each assignment and then press the ‘hand
in/turn in’ button. Once the assignment has been handed in, the class teachers will provide
feedback on the learning completed via the private comment box to help children make
progress in their learning. This also helps teachers to assess the learning and adjust it as
needed. We appreciate your support to ensure your child has the best learning opportunities.
Each morning, children should check their Google Classroom, read the instructions and
complete all of the learning challenges provided. If they are stuck, they can ask within the
comment section of the assignment post.

A weekly Timetable will be posted
on Google Classroom every
Monday which will include an
overview of the week.
(See example)
Each lesson will then have an
assignment posted on Google
Classroom.

The government guidance is that remote learning should be as close as possible to the
learning in school which would usually happen. Just as they would in school, children must
engage with all the lessons. There may be parts of tasks which they find more difficult but
they should try to complete as much of the work as they can each day. We appreciate that
you are working hard to support remote learning at home and we recognise that this may be
difficult; please contact us if you have any problems so we can work together to overcome
these.
If you need to borrow a chromebook to help your child access and complete the remote
learning on Google Classroom, please contact the admin team to arrange this.
If you have any questions about any of the learning provided, please contact your class
teacher to see how we can support you and your child’s learning further.
Thank you for your continued support.

